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One day Lilly and Silly were sitting under a mango tree thinking about a present for her mom's birthday. Lilly got an idea of going on a season adventure, to find the right present! She rang the bell of Silly tring-tring-tring! And spell the secret word S-I-L-L-Y! Go-Go-Go! On a summer adventure!
They splashed on water, made sand castle and had fun! But they didn’t find a present, and went onto fall adventure!
The earth was covered with colorful leaves red, orange, yellow and green. They jumped on leaves and leaves goes crash-crash-crash! And had fun! But they didn’t find a present, and went onto winter adventure!
The earth was covered with white snow! Sun was rising and snow was shining! Saw a big rainbow! Lilly and Silly made a snow man and had fun in snow! But they didn’t find a present, they went onto spring adventure!
The earth was covered with blooming fresh flowers! Bees and butterfly goes Buzz! Buzz! Dancing on the flowers.
Lilly made a beautiful necklace with flowers for her mom and she landed home with silly surprising her mom with beautiful present that she made and said “HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOM”